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ABSTRACT

Here, we report on methods and results for a model-based flood hazard assessment we have conducted for the Hudson River from New York City to Troy/Albany at the head of tide. Our recent work showed that neglecting freshwater flows leads to underestimation of peak water levels at up-river sites and neglecting stratification (typical with two-dimensional modeling) leads to underestimation all along the Hudson. As a result, we use a three-dimensional hydrodynamic model and merge streamflows and storm tides from tropical and extratropical cyclones (TCs, ETCs), as well as wet extratropical cyclone (WETC) floods (e.g. freshets, rain-on-snow events). We validate the modeled flood levels and quantify error with comparisons to 76 historical events.

A Bayesian statistical method is developed for tropical cyclone streamflows using historical data and consisting in the evaluation of (1) the peak discharge and its pdf as a function of TC characteristics, and (2) the temporal trend of the hydrograph as a function of temporal evolution of the cyclone track, its intensity and the response characteristics of the specific basin. A k-nearest-neighbors method is employed to determine the hydrograph shape. Out of sample validation tests demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. Thus, the combined effects of storm surge and runoff produced by tropical cyclones hitting the New York area can be included in flood hazard assessment.

Results for the upper Hudson (Albany) suggest a dominance of WETCs, for the lower Hudson (at New York Harbor) a case where ETCs are dominant for shorter return periods and TCs are more important for longer return periods (over 150 years), and for the middle-Hudson (Poughkeepsie) a mix of all three flood events types is important. However, a possible low-bias for TC flood levels is inferred from a lower importance in the assessment results, versus historical event top-20 lists, and this will be further evaluated as these preliminary methods and results are finalized. Future funded work will quantify the influences of sea level rise and flood adaptation plans (e.g. surge barriers). It would also be valuable to examine how streamflows from tropical cyclones and wet cool-season storms will change, as this factor will dominate at upriver locations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of two recent tropical cyclone events Irene and Sandy, there has been a regional interest in New York State for developing flood modeling systems useful for a) managing coastal storm emergencies for tropical and extratropical cyclones, b) quantifying flood hazards and how they will evolve with climate change and sea level rise, c) planning coastal protection measures, and d) developing long-term plans for increasing climate change resiliency (e.g., Gibbs and Holloway, 2013; Sobel, 2014).

A hydrodynamic model was recently applied by Orton et al. (2012) to hindcast flood levels from the August 2011 tropical cyclone Irene and a March 2010 nor’easter that affected low-lying areas around New York Harbor (NYH) and the Hudson River to examine the role of freshwater inputs (among other physical factors) in controlling total water level. One of the most interesting findings was that, even if the storm surge induced by Irene winds, acting against the coastline, was correctly simulated, the errors induced by omitting freshwater inputs from Hudson tributaries and water density variations led to a strong negative bias in flood levels along the Hudson River. This result shows that, in order to develop an effective forecast model of flooding induced by TC in the Hudson, freshwater inputs generated by TC rainfall must be taken into account. Forecast systems, hazard assessments and federal flood mapping typically only evaluate rainfall or surge flooding, and not the merging of the two, and thus risk underestimation of flood hazards (Orton et al., 2012).

The same model is being used to quantify present-day flood hazards for NYH from a combination of tropical cyclones and extratropical cyclones (Orton et al., in preparation). Once the climatology of storms is represented and the flood inundation hazard itself is quantified, this opens to door to adapting the system for forecasting, climate change studies, and adaptation studies (e.g., Cioffi and Gallerano, 2003).
Here, we extend this recent hazard assessment work up the extent of the tidal Hudson River and its estuary by merging storm tides and storm-driven streamflows in the model and the hazard assessment. The primary goal of the project is to compute flood hazards for the Hudson River floodplain for today and future decades, including storm surge and rainfall flooding. The study area is the Hudson River from NYH to the Federal Dam at Troy.

2 BACKGROUND: HISTORICAL FLOOD EVENTS AT ALBANY AND BATTERY

The largest flood events from 1931-2012 at NYH and Albany, the southern and northern end of the tidal Hudson River. The historical data utilized in this study is chosen to start at 1931 because that is the first year after the statewide system of reservoirs was completed, most notably the Great Sacandaga Lake and the Conklingville Dam.

Seven of the top-20 events at Battery (NYH; Figure 1, left panel) were tropical cyclones (TCs), and the largest was Hurricane Sandy. Extratropical Cyclones (ETCs) cause more frequent flood events, but the historical rankings show an apparent ceiling value of about 2.2 m. The Albany record (Figure 1, right panel) shows tropical cyclones (TCs) to have been responsible for four of the top-20 events. A different type of event was defined based on the observation that many events were not TCs but were also not surge-inducing ETC events at the coast (surge was below 1 m). These events typically were rain-on-snow or rain-on-ice events in the cool season (December through May), and account for the other 16 of the top-20 events, and are referred to hereafter as Wet Extratropical Cyclones (WETCs).

Figure 1. The top-20 highest historical flood events at Battery (New York Harbor, NYH) and Albany from 1931 to 2013 have been a mixture of three different storm types: tropical cyclones (TCs), high-surge extratropical cyclones (ETCs) and high-streamflow “wet extratropicals” (WETCs). Data from (left) NOAA and (right) USGS.

3. METHODS

A detailed operational ocean forecasting system (the New York Harbor Observing and Prediction System, http://stevens.edu/NYHOPS) was leveraged to run three-dimensional ocean simulations for the flood hazard assessment. The general statistical framework for the study is the same framework being used in the separate study of NYH (Orton et al., in preparation), but adding the additional storm type of WETCs (Figure 1, right panel). That paper focuses on the oceanic end of the Hudson, where streamflows have a negligible effect on flood risk, so here we also explain methods on streamflows that are not summarized there.

The statistical framework builds an annual rate distribution of water elevations for every location, using model simulations of observed historic events for ETCs and WETCs, and simulated synthetic extreme events for TCs so that rare hurricane events are included in the assessment. Then, the Generalized Extreme Value distribution is fitted to the ETC and WETC rate distributions so that the flood elevations or map contours for a specific return period (from 5-year to 1000-year return periods) can be interpolated (e.g., FEMA, 2014). In the case of TCs, the empirical distribution data are smooth enough and capture the long tail of the distribution, so the empirical distribution is used as is (e.g., FEMA, 2014). Validation is utilized for each storm type, based on historical storms and measured water levels at Battery, Poughkeepsie and Albany, spaced along the Hudson, and presented in Section 4.1.
3.1 Storm types and wind, pressure and tide forcing

A climatology of 533 TCs was built using a statistical-stochastic model of the complete life cycle of North Atlantic (NA) tropical cyclones (Hall and Yonekura, 2013). It creates TCs using the statistics of historical North Atlantic TCs (1900 - 2010). A comparison of the modeled and observed historical TC landfall return periods for classes of TC up to Category-3 hurricanes (no Cat-4 TCs have occurred) shows that the TC model is unbiased – the model’s return period curve falls inside the 95th confidence range of observed historical return periods (Orton et al., in preparation). We utilize simple parametric equations to represent each storm’s wind and pressure forcing for our ocean model – the Holland pressure model (Holland, 1980) and SLOSH wind model (Jelesnianski et al., 1992) (Figure 2). A set of 30 historical ETCs was utilized to represent the ETC storm tide hazard, and meteorological reanalysis data was available for these storms from a prior FEMA study (FEMA, 2014). Detailed summaries of the TC and ETC storm sets, methods for obtaining wind and pressure fields, and other details are given in the separate paper (Orton et al., in preparation).

The WETC storm set was derived by ranking historical streamflows from 1931-2013 at Troy, New York, and choosing the top 35 events that have occurred in “cool season” which is from December through May. Meteorology was not imposed, as the streamflows dominate the water elevations for these storms and high resolution meteorological data for the entire period is not available.

Tides were randomly selected from a time series of tides from 1900-2013, with one simulation with random tide for each TC, one for each WETC, and ten simulations with random tides for each ETC, where tides are a larger proportion of the total water level. Tides were included in the hydrodynamic model, imposed at the edge of the continental shelf as is done with the NYHOPS forecasting system (Georgas and Blumberg, 2010).

Figure 2. Time progression of a sample synthetic TC flood event (water elevation) with 90th-percentile streamflow.

3.2 HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING

The Stevens ECOM (sECOM) three-dimensional hydrodynamic model (Blumberg et al., 1999; Georgas and Blumberg, 2010; Georgas et al., 2014; Orton et al., 2012) has been providing highly accurate storm surge forecasts on its NYHOPS
The variables describing TC attributes are combined in a unique variable time of generation until the time of minimum distance from the center of the river basin, \( D \). Assume TC energy is related to the integral of SST along the time interval in which the track is over the ocean, from the time of generation until the time of minimum distance, \( D \).

Thus, we can identify a set of TC variables significantly affecting the peak discharge:

- The maximum sustained wind speed, \( V_{\text{max}} \)
- The minimum distance, \( D \)
- The integral of SST along the time interval in which the track is over the ocean, from the time of generation until the time of minimum distance, \( ISST \)
- The total time over land along the TC track, “ground permanence” (GP)

The variables describing TC attributes are combined in a unique variable \( X \) by the following relation:

\[
X = a \cdot D + b \cdot V_{\text{max}} + c \cdot ISST + d \cdot GP
\]
\[ X = \log \left( \frac{w_1 ISST^{w_2} + w_3 V_{max}^{w_4} + w_5 Q_{init}^{w_6}}{w_7 D_{max}^{w_8} + w_9 GP_{min}^{w_{10}}} \right) \]  

In the denominator of Eq (1) there are the quantities whose increase produces a decrease in peak discharge, and in the numerator, the contrary. Thus, increases in \( X \) lead to increases in the peak discharge. A Bayesian Simultaneous Quantile Regression (Reich and Smith, 2013) is applied to find the relationship between the covariate \( X \) and the response \( y = \ln Q \) (being \( Q \) the peak discharge). An MCMC algorithm (Besag et al., 1995; Gelfand and Smith, 1990; Tanner and Wong, 1987) is then applied to identify the parameters \( (w_i) \) of the Bayesian model. The described approach does not determine a single value of peak discharge but the PDF of peak discharge as a function of the TC variables previously combined in the covariate \( X \).

The results of the Bayesian Simultaneous Quantile Regression for the Mohawk River are shown in Figure 3. In the left panel is the relationship between parameter \( X \) (normalized between -1 and 1) and peak discharge for the regression interpolation for the 10\(^{th}\) (black), 50\(^{th}\) (red) and 90\(^{th}\) (green) percentile values of peak discharge. In the right panel of Figure 3 are the probability distributions peak discharge as functions of the assigned values of \( X \), where \( X = -0.8 \) (black), \( X = 0 \) (red) and \( X = 0.8 \) (green). The left panel shows a positive correlation between \( X \) and the peak discharge for all quantile levels; so the variable \( X \) appears to be a good predictor for peak discharge in the Mohawk. Similar results are found for the other four river basins. Furthermore, the highest quantile has a steeper slope. Therefore, it appears that the combined variable \( X \) is a stronger predictor of extreme peak discharge events than the median and other quantile levels.

Hydrograph shape and timing of peak discharge

We assume that the hydrograph could be divided into two branches, an ascending branch with flow rate that increases till the peak, and a decreasing branch. The former depends on both the TC track and basin characteristics, while the latter mainly depends on basin characteristics. Then, the normalized flow rate vector and distance vector for each historical cyclone are calculated as:

\[ \tilde{q}_{hist,k,j} = \frac{q_{hist,k,j}}{\max(q_{hist,k,j})} \]  
\[ \tilde{r}_{hist,k,j} = \frac{r_{hist,k,j} - \min(r_{hist,k,j})}{\max(r_{hist,k,j}) - \min(r_{hist,k,j})} \]

Here, \( k=\{1,T\} \) is the time step and \( j=\{1,N\} \) is the \( j^{th} \) cyclone.

The steps of the procedure for the calculation of hydrograph shape are the following:

1) a conditional distribution of the peak discharge \( q_{peaksim} \) is generated for each basin by Bayesian Quantile Regression as a function of the TC attributes and its track \( r_{sim}(t) \);

2) a peak discharge \( q_{peaksim} \) - having a pre-fixed percentile - from that conditional distribution is sampled;

3) from the dataset of historical peak discharges, \( N_c \) nearest neighbors hydrographs \( \tilde{q}_{hist,k,j} \), whose peak discharge is closer to \( q_{peaksim} \), are identified;
4) the temporal axes of the Nc normalized historical cyclone tracks $\mathbf{r}_{\text{hist},k,j}$ and hydrographs $\mathbf{q}_{\text{hist},k,j}$ are shifted to have a common origin in correspondence of the peak discharge; 
5) the normalized ascending branch of the hydrograph corresponding to $q_{\text{peaksim}}$ is assumed equal to the trend of the normalized historical hydrograph $\mathbf{q}_{\text{hist},k,j}$ having the peak discharge $q_{\text{hist}}$ closer to $q_{\text{peaksim}}$; 
6) the normalized decreasing branch of the hydrograph after the peak - which depends mainly on the characteristics of the basin - is represented by a negative exponential function whose parameters are obtained by a best fitting of the normalized hydrographs of the Nc nearest neighbors;

The steps for the calculation of the peak discharge time shift are the following (noting “cor” is correlation):
1) the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of historical peak flows $q_{\text{hist}}$ are calculated and four peak discharge classes are defined: $q_{\text{hist}}$ <25th, 25th<=$q_{\text{hist}}$ <=50th, 50th<=$q_{\text{hist}}$ <=75th, and $q_{\text{hist}}$ >75th;
2) the class of peak discharge $q_{\text{peaksim}}$ is identified as well as the TC normalized tracks and corresponding normalized hydrographs belonging at that class;
3) assuming that $\mathbf{q}_{\text{hist},k,j}$, $\mathbf{r}_{\text{hist},k,j}$ are normally distributed with respectively mean $\mu$ and $\nu$, standard deviation $\sigma$ and $\tau$, and cor ($\mathbf{q}_{\text{hist},k,j}$, $\mathbf{r}_{\text{hist},k,j}$)= $\rho$, a joint probability function can be identified as:

$$f(\mathbf{q}_{\text{sim},k}, \mathbf{r}_{\text{sim},k}) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma\tau\sqrt{1-\rho^2}} e^{-\frac{1}{2(1-\rho^2)} \left[ \left( \frac{(\mathbf{q}_{\text{sim},k} - \mu)^2}{\sigma^2} - 2\rho \frac{(\mathbf{q}_{\text{sim},k} - \mu)(\mathbf{r}_{\text{sim},k} - \nu)}{\sigma\tau} + \left( \frac{(\mathbf{r}_{\text{sim},k} - \nu)^2}{\tau^2} \right) \right] \right]}$$

For a known sequence of $\mathbf{r}_{\text{sim},k}$, at each time step the joint probability distribution of $\mathbf{q}_{\text{hist},k,j}$ can be calculated and the time step $k$ corresponding to max($\mathbf{q}_{\text{hist},k,j}$) obtained.

A validation test of the above cited methods is shown in Figure 4 for the Mohawk Watershed, with the observed (green) and simulated (red) hydrographs for TCs that have produced from medium (left panel) to high (right panel) peak discharge are shown. In most of the cases and across a wide range of TC characteristics, the model captures both the correct temporal trend of the hydrograph as a function of the position in time of the TC center, and the shape of hydrograph, that is representative of the flood volume during the event. The latter quantity, together with the peak discharge plays an important role on the flooding phenomena along the Hudson River downstream of the tributary inlets.

Application of model to hydrodynamic modeling of TCs

In order to carry out a risk analysis of the flooding phenomena in NYH and along the Hudson River, we used the model to generate a large number of synthetic hydrographs to accompany the TC storm set. As an example, the synthetic series of hydrographs related to the 533 TCs and to Mohawk River is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The complete time series of synthetic Mohawk River (at Cohoes) discharge for 533 synthetic storms, shown back-to-back, with flow rates for each percentile

Three model runs are performed for each TC, each with a different percentile streamflow peak (10th, 50th and 90th percentile). For scaling the annual rates to enter the modeled flood elevation results into the TC annual rate distributions, we consider these as mean values of flows belonging to a three classes of probability (100-80, 80-20, 20-0). As a result, the storm annual rates are scaled by 0.2, 0.6 and 0.2 respectively for the three classes. This should be a good approximation to the complete spectrum of streamflows for each TC, balancing computational time (3 model runs per storm representing the range of possible TC streamflows) against possible error, and is similar to our representation of other variables with three classes (e.g. landfall angle, storm size, storm speed). The total number of storms then is multiplied by 3, equating a total of 1599 TCs.

4.0 RESULTS

4.1 Storm tide modeling validations

Comparisons of historical observed and modeled temporal maximum water levels (storm tides) are shown for each storm type in Figure 6. A set of 11 historical TC events from 1821 to present, and the sets of 30 historical ETCs and 35 historical WETCs were compared with historical tides. For TCs, model mean bias is below 1 cm and root-mean-square error (RMSE) is 0.25 m. Hurricane Sandy is overestimated by 0.55 m, whereas a few other intense storms (e.g. 1960, Donna; 1821, the Norfolk and Long Island Hurricane) were underestimated. A majority of the storms is simulated very accurately, within 0.20 m (1893, 1954, 1976, 1985, 1999, and 2011). Details of the observational data and sources of parametric TC meteorological data for the Holland and SLOSH models are discussed in Orton et al. (Orton et al., in preparation). The ETC validation has a storm tide mean bias of -0.03 m and an RMSE of 0.19 m, though the 1950 ETC had its wind speed multiplied by 0.82 due to it being the most important (highest surge) event and having a very poor validation result otherwise (Orton et al., in preparation). The validation for the WETCs shows a mean bias of +0.06 m and RMSE of 0.39 m.

Figure 6. Model-observation comparisons for the peak water levels (storm tide) for historical TCs, ETCs, and WETCs (e.g. rain-on-snow event). The left panel is for ETCs, and shows data for Albany, Battery and Poughkeepsie, the center panel shows TCs and data at Battery, and the right panel shows WETCs with data at Albany.
4.2 Statistical distributions and flood exceedance curves

Annual rate distributions were constructed from model results at each model grid cell for TCs, ETCs, and WETCs (Figure 7). These were utilized to compute flood exceedance curves, and are shown for three along-Hudson sites in Figure 8. Exceedance probabilities for each type are merged to create the combined flood exceedance curves, representing the return period for any type of flooding along the Hudson, and similar data are available for all grid cells within the model domain. The curves show that Albany results are dominated by WETCs. Poughkeepsie results show a flood hazard that is a mixture of all three storm types. Battery results (right) show a dominance of ETCs and TCs, with cross-over at the 150-year return period.

Figure 7. Annual rate distributions for TCs, ETCs and WETCs at Battery or Albany. For TCs, the right hand side has its y-axis zoomed by a factor of 10.

Figure 8. Flood exceedance curves at each location are a mixture of event types. Black lines show the combined flood hazard assessment, merging exceedance probabilities from TCs, ETCs, and WETCs. Water levels in this final figure are adjusted to be relative to Battery mean sea level, a datum 0.06 m below NAVD88.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Prior to interpreting the results in Figure 7 as telling us what types of storm actually dominate at sites along the Hudson, they should considered alongside historical observations of the top-20 events, shown in Figure 1. For Albany, the assessment results suggest a dominance of WETCs, but the historical events suggest that TCs are also important. This may reflect a bias in the study, and that will need to be further evaluated. Alternatively, the result could reflect that the 1931-2013 period was not reflective of the actual flood risks from TCs versus WETCs. A second draft of results is now being produced, and this matter is being evaluated. One possible explanation for underestimating the flood risk at Albany would be the omission of TCs that follow an over-land route far to the west of NYH. These are not represented in the storm set, as it was focused on NYH storm tide events (Orton et al., in preparation). One of the four TCs in the top-20 list (Figure 1) did not pass the landfall gates that are represented in the storm set – the remnant extratropical storm that formed from Hurricane Lee in 2011, so the impact of these events will need to be quantified, perhaps by broadening the WETC storm set to include hurricane season events.

For the Battery, our assessment results show ETCs and TCs are both important. The results suggest ETCs dominate shorter return periods, and TCs are more important for the longer return periods, with a cross-over point a return period of about 150 years. The historical events show ETCs to account for the most top-20 events, but TCs to account for the top two. However, it is difficult to determine the importance of TCs to the 100-year flood from such a short record, particularly given the extreme outlier of Hurricane Sandy’s water level. Poughkeepsie’s flood exceedance curve shows a mix of all three storm types, further validating the study’s approach of considering all three types of storms.

Other recent studies have evaluated the flood hazard for NYH, and have found widely diverging exceedance curves (Orton et al., in preparation). The 100-year storm tide at NYH has had estimates ranging from 2.0 m (Lin et al., 2012) to 3.5 m (FEMA, 2014). Our result of 2.7 m falls between these studies and is within the 90% confidence range of an estimated exceedance curve based on historical data (Orton et al., in preparation). At Albany, FEMA’s flood maps show a 100-year flood elevation of 6.2 m, about 0.9 m higher than our result.

The Bayesian modeling of TC streamflows have been highly useful in this study, whereas TC rainfall simulation and detailed hydrological modeling proved to be too time-intensive to set up, and may not have given as useful results. The validation tests have demonstrated the capability of the Bayesian model, in most of the cases and for very different TC characteristics, to capture both the shape of hydrograph and the correct temporal trend of the hydrograph as a function of the position in time of the TC center, reasonably representing the total flood volume during the event. The peak flood timing, together with the peak discharge, plays and important role on the flooding phenomena along the Hudson River downstream of the tributary inlets. Benefits of using the statistical streamflow model included the simplicity of using observed streamflow records, and the model output in terms of percentiles of streamflow. Possible shortcomings of the proposed method is that it requires a consistent, numerous streamflow and TC dataset to identify the model parameters. If this requirement is satisfied, it can be applied to other hydrologic systems.

This hazard assessment approach holds promise for many coastal regions where storm surge and fluvial flooding merge, avoiding the possible low-bias caused by evaluating each separately based on an assumption of statistical independence. Other noteworthy tidal river systems with mixed surge and rain flood hazards exist, including river estuaries of North Carolina (Dresback et al., 2013), Texas (Ray et al., 2011), Chesapeake Bay (Loftis et al., 2014), and other global river estuaries (Chen et al., 2012), and these methods may also prove useful for hazard and risk assessment in these locations.

The assessment is useful for understanding flood risk, improving disaster management through extreme flood scenarios, studying how climate change will impact future flooding, and quantitatively evaluating flood adaptation measures. One example of a flood adaptation measure that could uniquely be evaluated using this assessment is a cross-harbor storm surge barrier at NYH, which has been considered as a possible solution for the entire harbor region. The storm set gives a wide range of flood events from both storm tides and rainfall, so that the barrier’s influence on both types of flooding could be evaluated, including the potential for trapping of rainfall flooding and resulting duration it can be closed.

The results of the study are being used to map flood zones along the Hudson River, for 5-year to 1000-year floods as part of an online mapping tool that includes damage assessments for different flood events and sea level rise scenarios. The tool will enable planners and populations in the region to better understand and plan for possible flood events and worsening future flooding. Future funded work will quantify the influences of sea level rise and flood adaptation plans (e.g. surge barriers). It would also be valuable to examine how streamflows from tropical cyclones and wet cool-season storms will change, as heavy rainfall episodes have been increasing over the U.S. Northeast (Peterson et al., 2013), and a continued increase is projected with climate change (e.g., New York City Panel on Climate Change, 2013). Due to the dominance of streamflow over storm surge at upriver locations like Albany, this factor could control the future evolution of flood hazards in these areas.
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